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- From Water Valley area
- Graduated Lafayette High School
- No prior coding experience
- I enjoy Magic the Gathering, Fallout
- Job offer from mTrade
- Will probably stay in Water Valley area for a while

Who am I?



What did I do?
● Project was part of Base Camp final cumulative projects

- Written in Django
- Had to be some sort of rental website
- Had to have frontend and backend
- Mine is a tool rental service and only carries a few more expensive tools

● Django is scary
- Lots of moving parts
- Used it before, but only pieced the project together
- Tried the official documentation first, but had a bad time
- Found another tutorial called Django Girls that was beginner friendly

https://tutorial.djangogirls.org/en/


 Overview
- Purpose of product was to rent an item, display the amount owed, and the 

inventory be updated accordingly
- Product is intended to be used directly by the customer
- This would require the addition of a payment API in the real world
- In the real world, could be hosted on a server for customers to rent tools 

from all over the country or world

- The client could easily check which items need to be restocked or are in 
demand more often



Overview (Cont.)
● Technical requirements were fairly simple

- Had to use the Django framework
- Had to have a backend and database that could be modified
- User could view items in stock
- Had to be fully functional

● Technologies were also simple
- Django

- Python 3
- HTML/CSS

- SQLite
- Visual Studio Code
- Google Chrome
- GitKraken/GitHub
- Ubuntu



The Project Itself
- It was completed in the course of a week (roughly)
- A lot of that time was straightening out bugs and reading documentation

- These came up in between steps of the project and caused long periods of no progress until 
the issue was fixed

- I needed a grip of some kind on Django before I could complete this project 
and feel comfortable with it

- This required me to go back and forth between documentation and the 
project more often than not



Project Walkthrough (main page top)



Walkthrough (main page bottom)



Walkthrough (transaction complete)



Walkthrough (transaction failed)



Walkthrough (admin)



Walkthrough (terms and conditions)



Walkthrough (pricing)



Reflections
- Working through all the little problems helped me to understand the 

framework much better than before
- The project ended up pretty close to how I wanted it initially
- Most of the page content was already made, I just had to add the background 

processes
- Django is complicated at first, but is powerful once you get a grip on it



Questions?

 


